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Abstract

In these days, there is a big interest in route planning systems with different types of transportation. We study a way to efficiently compute optimal paths with real data in a multi-modal scenario considering walking, transit and car. Therefore, we implement Transfer Patterns, which is a state-of-the-art route planning approach [8]. This allows to obtain shortest paths queries within milliseconds. When using a Pareto-cost model various optimal paths are provided for the user. However, the high number of optimal solutions also includes a lot of unreasonable routes, although they are Pareto-optimal. To address this problem, we use a filtering procedure called Types aNd Thresholds (TNT) [10], which provides a both small and diverse set of reasonable optimal paths decreasing the number of transfer patterns and hence resulting in faster query times. To our knowledge this is the first work which realizes the combination of these two approaches (Transfer Patterns with TNT). We present an evaluation on query times of selected optimal paths, which shows different and reasonable route options with an average query time of 14 milliseconds for the Freiburg network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A lot of travelers do not use traditional maps anymore when finding a perfect route from one place to another. Planning a trip with the help of route planning applications like Google Maps\(^1\), are in the ascendant. When entering the starting and end point these applications provide possible routes very fast so that time consuming map reading can be avoided. The list of displayed routes is in general ranked in terms of the criterion “duration”, providing the fastest. However, the best route is not always the fastest one, choosing the best route depends on users preferences. For example, traveling from Mannheim to Freiburg, there are several options. One of them is taking a direct connection by train, which takes 3 hours. Another route option takes 2 hours and 30 minutes but implies a transfer in Karlsruhe. While one person traveling with heavy luggage would prefer the route with less transfers although it implies more travel time, another person would prefer the fastest route to get on time to an appointment. One can also think on another traveling criterion like the price. Route planning applications which take into account several criteria are called multi-criteria.

When using public transportation as the traveling mode, advanced route planning systems also include the walking mode. This is due to the fact that the starting and end point are often not a station, so that at the beginning or at the end a portion of walking is necessary. One might want to have an integral solution that includes the way from your house to the train station in Mannheim as well as the way from the train station in Freiburg to the final location. Additionally, walking is also beneficial when a change from one station to another station gives an advantage in time. These requests that include also the part from location to stations and vice versa are called location-to-location queries. Including other means of transportation like car (taxi) and bike provide even more interesting routes and time saving possibilities. In certain cases, in metropolitan areas, taking a taxi or bike in the middle of a trip can save a lot of time, if this ride describes a shortcut compared to public transport or brings the user to a different station with better connections. If it is not within a reasonable walking radius, a user will not even check schedules from this station. A user can not figure out these options easily by himself and probably wants to use

\(^1\text{http://www.google.com/transit}\)
them if he knew.

Up to this point we consider that using multi-criteria and multiple modes of transportation for location-to-location queries gives a great value to plan a trip. Moreover, several diverse optimal paths should be displayed, so that the user choose the one that fits better for him. In our implementation we consider the modes public transportation, walking and car. The criteria taken into account are travel time, number of transfers and car duration. The latter can be seen as the implied cost of using a taxi. In order to minimize the values of the aforementioned criteria and obtain multiple options we consider the use of Pareto sets [22]. However, including the car mode leads to a huge amount of optimal paths. Most of them have only a slight difference between the car usage and total travel time. One reason of the increased number of optimal paths is that each portion of transit between stations can be replaced by car usage. Within a city traveling by car is normally faster than using public transportation. So that replacing a portion of transit increases the car duration, but decreases the total travel time. Because in the Pareto sense a cost dominates another cost only if it is less or equal in all components, all these variations are optimal. Consider the example of using the car to the nearest bus station and then continue from there using a bus line. It is also optimal to go by car to the second nearest bus station and continue the transit from there. The first option has a lower car duration but more travel time, whereas the second option has a greater car duration but less travel time. Both solutions are Pareto-optimal but very similar so that one solution cannot be considered as an alternative route of the other one.

Another problem in this setting is that resulting optimal paths are not reasonable. For example, consider a query from Mannheim to Freiburg at night. One possible result is "take a taxi for 2 hours and then 2 minutes with the tram and then walk" or "walk one hour then take a bus 3 minutes then a taxi 1 minute". Although these options are Pareto-optimal, it is unlikely that a user will choose them and thus they should be filtered out.

Our route planning strategy to deal with these challenges consists on combining a state-of-the-art algorithm called Transfer Patterns algorithm [7] with filtering techniques called Types and Thresholds (TNT) [10]. To our knowledge this is the first time this two approaches are combined. The Transfer Patterns algorithm is a novel approach to get fast queries in public transportation networks. It exploits the idea that a given source and target exhibit a time-independently limited number of transfer patterns, which are the sequences of stations where a change of vehicle happens. For example, when traveling from Mannheim to Freiburg, the best connection is either transfering in Karlsruhe, transfering in Offenburg or a direct connection to Freiburg. In this case the transfer patterns are Mannheim-Karlsruhe-Freiburg, Mannheim-Offenburg-Freiburg and Mannheim-Freiburg. These transfers are pre-computed and stored, so that at query time optimal paths are only explored within
the schedules of these three options, which is a very small search space compared with normal Dijkstra’s algorithm [18]. Therefore, it enables query times of just a few milliseconds. Our approach creates a lot of optimal paths which have to be reduced in order to show the user only different and reasonable routes. Therefore, we use a method called Types and Thresholds, which filters out non-adequate results.

In the next section we give an overview of related investigations on multi-modal and multi-criteria route planning. Chapters 3 and 4 give background on how to model road and transit networks as graphs. Additionally, they provide a brief description of algorithms to compute shortest paths both in road and transit networks. Chapter 5 describes the graph model combining road and transit networks. Chapter 6 explains the implementation of multi-modal transfer patterns and the concept of Types and Thresholds. Chapter 7 shows results of the evaluation on the Vitoria-Gasteiz and Freiburg networks. Chapter 8 summarizes and concludes this work.
Chapter 2
Related Work

Recent research on route planning focuses on multi-criteria and multi-modal routing. Some of these works convert the multi-criteria search into a single criterion problem [29] [4] [34]. However, combining multiple criteria into one criterion may miss optimal paths [13]. Moreover, in [34] it is also required that the user knows a priori a mode hierarchy, which means when to use a specific transportation mode. In practice, the user normally does not know this in advance, but wants this information to be provided by the system. Other approaches restrict the modes, for instance by limiting the car usage at the beginning and end of a route [15]. Further approaches, make use of Pareto sets [22] to minimize multiple criteria and provide several results to the user [14] [6] [9].

Delling et al. [14] consider a multi-criteria and multi-modal scenario based on RAPTOR (Round Based Public Transit Optimized Router) [16]. Here, full Pareto sets of optimal costs are computed taking into account the criteria travel time, number of transfers, walking duration and taxi costs. They address the problem of large Pareto sets by ranking the results by score. This score denotes the significance of the result and is computed using fuzzy logic in a post processing step. Furthermore, they applied heuristics during query search to speed up query times. They obtained average query times of one second on the London network.

In a very recent work, a filter procedure called Types and Thresholds (TNT) was introduced in [6]. This approach involves multiple criteria and the modes transit, walk and car. Here, a classification of reasonable paths was provided as a result of an analysis of availability, velocity and relative durations of each mode of transportation. Based on this classification and other assumptions, heuristics were defined to reduce the number of Pareto-optimal paths to a small and diverse result set. They achieved average query times of one second for the New York network. Additionally, they provide an evaluation that indicates that the quality of the resulting paths is preserved despite of heuristics.

Query times of [6] and [14] (around one second) allow for interactive queries in
large networks. However, faster query times on transit networks have been reported by the precomputation of Transfer Patterns (around 6 milliseconds for New York).

Routing with Transfer Patterns was introduced by Bast et al. [7]. It is based on a precomputation and fast queries to time tables for direct connections. The authors provide heuristics to speed up the precomputation, such as the important stations heuristic which makes feasible precomputation on large networks. They obtained query times of few milliseconds on large networks, such as the train network of Switzerland and the train + local transport network of a big part of North America. Geisberger research in [20] elaborated in detail the Transfer Pattern algorithm and introduced an extension to compute location-to-location queries.

Braun in his master thesis [9] extended the Transfer Patterns algorithm with the car mode. As well as in [6] and [14], he faced the problem of large Pareto sets. He identified several reasons of this problem and proposed ways to reduce this sets by restricting the graph model. He showed that precomputation using the restricted graphs is feasible also for large networks like New York. However, the work concluded that these restricted models decrease the quality of the resulting paths. Furthermore, this approach was only shaped for station-to-station queries.

Other works on routing with transfer patterns focuses on the robustness to delay. This means how time table updates due to delays affect the optimal paths. In [32] it was proven that transfer patterns are robust against delays, which means that alternative paths caused by delays are already covered by transfer patterns.

In this thesis we combine for the first time the Transfer Patterns algorithm which allows for fast query times with concepts of Types and Thresholds during preprocessing time to obtain a representative result set involving the modes transit, walk and car and provide an efficient backend to compute optimal paths for the Vitoria and Freiburg network.
Chapter 3

Route Planning in Road Networks

This chapter presents an overview of how to model a road network as a graph. Additionally, it provides background about the algorithms to compute shortest paths. First, we describe the most common algorithm to solve the problem of finding shortest paths in a graph, this is called Dijkstra’s Algorithm. Then, we provide a description of other variants of Dijkstra’s Algorithm that are more goal-directed due to the use of heuristics. Finally, we introduce the concept of Contraction Hierarchies, which is a speed-up technique based on precomputation[21].

3.1 OSM Data

OpenStreetMap(OSM) is a collaborative initiative, whose purpose is to provide free geographical data [3]. The data is collected by contributors who record their movements using a GPS tracking device. These maps can be downloaded in XML format under the Open Database License. OSM files contain not only road data, but also other map related data such as rivers, buildings, etc. We extract from these files only node tags and way tags with the attribute "highway". Node tags represent a specific location (latitude, longitude) and way tags connect nodes in a road.

3.2 Modelling Road Networks as Graphs

A graph $G = (V, E)$ contains a set of nodes $V$ and a set of edges $E$. For road networks a node $v \in V$ represents an intersection of two road segments and corresponds to a location with a given latitude and longitude. An edge $e \in E$ connects two nodes and describes the road between two intersections. For an edge $e$ we also write $(u, v)$, where $u \in U$ is called the tail node and $v \in V$ is called the head node. Each edge $e$, also referred as arc, is weighted with a cost $c(u, v)$. For road networks this cost normally represents the travel time required between these two intersections on a map.

A shortest path between two nodes $v$ and $v'$ is a sequence of nodes $v_1, v_2, ..., v_n$
(where \( v = v_1 \) and \( v' = v_n \)) that are connected by edges \((v_i, v_{i+1})\). Furthermore, the sum of the edge’s cost is the minimum over all possible paths between \(v\) and \(v'\).

### 3.3 Algorithms

#### 3.3.1 Dijkstra and Extensions

**Dijkstra’s Algorithm** [18] developed in the 50’s is a common algorithm to compute shortest paths in road networks. The algorithm maintains a priority queue with tentative costs. Initially, the source node has tentative cost zero and all the other nodes have a cost of infinity. Then, the node with the smallest tentative cost is taken out of the priority queue and its status is changed to *settled*. For each outgoing arc the algorithm checks whether the tentative cost of the tail node can be improved. If this is the case, the node is added to the priority queue with its respective tentative cost. This step is called *relaxing* an arc. The algorithm stops when the target node or all nodes in the graph are settled. As a result, the tentative cost of each settled node is the lowest cost from the source to this node. This only works if all arcs are non-negative.

The drawback of this algorithm is the omnidirectional search for the shortest path, which requires vast amount of computational resources and hence a high query time. However, it is still the base of many other algorithms that compute shortest paths. Such algorithms extend the original Dijkstra to reduce the number of visited nodes and the search space of original Dijkstra’s algorithm, respectively. As a consequence the time to find the shortest path decreases in comparison to the original algorithm.

**A* Search** One extension of Dijkstra’s algorithm is A* [23]. It makes use of an heuristic function that estimates the distance to the target. The simplest approach of an heuristic function is to compute the straight-line distance between source and target. This estimated distance is added to the tentative distance of a node before the insertion in the priority queue. As a result, nodes that are closer to the target will come out sooner from the priority queue than nodes with greater distances from the target. Hence, the search of the shortest path is more goal-directed than with the original Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Another more sophisticated heuristic computes a set of landmarks. It exploits the triangle inequality to approximate more accurately the distance to the target. This approximation is used in the same way as the straight line distance with A*. This combination of A* and landmarks heuristic is called ALT algorithm [1].

**Bidirectional Dijkstra** Another extension of Dijkstra’s algorithm is its bidirectional version [12] which simultaneously searches from both source and target until
they meet. That is, when settling a node from one Dijkstra computation that is already settled in the other Dijkstra. The Dijkstra from the target is performed on the graph with inverted arcs, the so called backwards graph. This version of Dijkstra’s algorithm decreases the search space of normal Dijkstra and is the base of other elaborated algorithms like Contraction Hierarchies.

3.3.2 Contraction Hierarchies

Unlike Dijkstra’s Algorithm and its variants, Contraction Hierarchies [21] introduced by Geisberger et al. uses preprocessed data to improve query times. The central routine of the algorithm consists on contracting nodes. Thereby a node and its adjacent arcs are taken out from the graph. Furthermore, additional arcs, called shortcuts, are added whenever a shortest path goes through the contracted node. Thus, the lengths of the shortest paths are preserved between the remaining nodes in the graph.

All nodes in the graph are contracted following a specific node order. This order plays an important role on the number of shortcuts to be added. To compute the node order, there are several heuristics such as the edge difference. This is the number of shortcuts that would have to be added if the node was contracted minus the number of arcs incident to that node.

After the contraction process, a new graph is created consisting of nodes and edges of the original graph and all shortcuts. Shortest paths can be found by a bidirectional search. On the one hand in the forward search (Dijkstra from the source) only arcs with non-decreasing order are considered, which is called the upwards graph. On the other hand in the backward search (Dijkstra from the target) only arcs with non-decreasing order are considered and is called the downwards graph. Therefore, the total shortest path consists of the shortest paths on the upwards graph and on the downwards graph.
Chapter 4

Route Planning in Public Transportation Networks

This chapter begins with an overview of a common format for time table data. Later on, it elaborates on how to model public transportation networks as graphs. Finally, it gives a brief overview of a variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm to consider multiple criteria (multi-label Dijkstra) and transfer patterns. For more details on transfer patterns see Chapter 6.

4.1 General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS)

Time table data is represented in several files called GTFS-feed. Each of these files represent a particular feature of the transit network, such as trips, stops, routes, times, fares. The following files are required to form a GTFS-feed:

- **agency.txt**: Data from entity that provides the GTFS-feed.
- **stops.txt**: Data about locations for alighting and boarding vehicles. For example, latitude, longitude, name of the stop, and so on. We refer to a stop also as station.
- **trips.txt**: Data from trips, which are series composed of two or more stops at specific time. Example of this data is the name of the trip and head sign. The latter, refers to the destination of the trip, for instance direction: main train station.
- **routes.txt**: Data about routes, which are groups of trips that users identify normally as lines. Examples of this data are the name of the route and the type of vehicle (tram, subway, bus).
- **stop_times.txt**: Data of the arrival and departure time of a vehicle at a particular stop. The associated trip of the vehicle and the stop sequence are also included.
• calendar.txt: Data of the days of the week where a trip is available, as well as the start and end date.

4.2 Modelling Public Transportation Networks as Graphs

Data obtained by a GTFS-feed such as stations (trains stations, bus stops), lines (trams, buses, trains) and time tables can be used to build a graph. There are two common approaches to model these data as graphs: The time-expanded and the time-dependent approach [28]. Both models require a special treatment to manage transfers. The time-expanded approach yields to a very large graph, but it is more robust for complex scenarios, whereas the time-dependent has better performance in terms of computing shortest paths. A detailed discussion about advantages and disadvantages of both models is given in [30].

4.2.1 Time-Expanded Model

A node in the time-expanded graph corresponds to a specific time event, such as departure or arrival at a particular station. These nodes are called departure nodes and arrival nodes. Arcs between nodes represent either traveling on a vehicle between stations or waiting at a station. The cost of arcs between stations is commonly the time it takes to go from one station to the other with the specified vehicle. To enable transferring to another vehicle in a station, for each departure node a transfer node with the same time is added. This transfer node is connected by an arc to its respective departure node, this arc represents boarding a vehicle. Arrival nodes are connected to the first transfer node with greater time, these arcs represent alighting from a vehicle at a station. Transfer nodes are ordered by time and connected by arcs that represent waiting time. Because this is a graph with non-negative arc costs, Dijkstra’s algorithm can be used to compute shortest paths. An example of this graph is shown in Fig 4.1.

4.2.2 Time-Dependent Model

In this model each node in the graph represents a station. If there is a vehicle traveling between two stations an arc is added. For this graph there are no fixed costs but a cost function that depends on the time a particular arc is evaluated. Fig. 4.2 shows an example of a time-dependent graph. This graph is significantly smaller than the time-expanded but needs a special treatment to enable transfers. One extension of this model, which handles transfers is the train-route-model. Here, for each station there is a station node and for each line that stops at this station there is a route node. Route nodes have arcs to and from the station node. Outgoing arcs
Figure 4.1: Time-expanded graph with two lines and three trips. Line $l_1$ has trip $t_1$ and $t_2$ and goes from Mannheim to Karlsruhe. Line $l_2$ has trip $t_1$ and goes from Mannheim to Freiburg via Karlsruhe. Nodes labeled with $t$ are transfer nodes.
of a station node have normally a fixed cost representing the minimum transfer time (transfer buffer). Arcs going from route nodes to station nodes allow to transfer to another vehicle in that station and normally have a fixed cost of zero. Fig. 4.3 illustrates the \textit{train-route-model} model.

![Diagram of train-route-model](image)

Figure 4.2: Time-dependent model with connections from Mannheim to Freiburg. These are via Karlsruhe, via Offenburg or a direct connection. Station nodes are represented as squares.

### 4.3 Algorithms

Both road and transit networks can be modelled as graphs. However, speed up techniques used in road networks to compute shortest paths in general do not perform well on transit networks [5]. For instance, hierarchical approaches have a positive influence in road networks when computing shortest paths. But for transit networks this is not the case as they lack of a hierarchy to exploit, especially within a city and networks with poor structure. Moreover, transit networks have to handle transfers, multiple criteria and schedules, which makes the shortest path computation a more complex problem compared to road networks. In the following section we give an overview of an extension of Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute shortest paths with multiple criteria and a brief description of transfer patterns. More details on routing with transfer patterns are provided in Chapter 6.
Figure 4.3: Train-route-model with three lines. Line $l_1$ goes from Mannheim to Freiburg via Karlsruhe. $l_2$ goes from Mannheim to Karlsruhe and $l_3$ goes from Karlsruhe to Freiburg. Line nodes are circles and station nodes are squares. Dotted arcs have cost of five minutes which is the transfer buffer. Arcs from line nodes to station nodes have cost zero.
4.3.1 Multi-label Dijkstra

Dijkstra’s Algorithm can be extended to minimize multiple costs and thus present to the user not just one optimal path, but a set of optimal paths. A cost is a tuple with two or more components (i.e. travel time, number of transfers). Each node in the graph maintains a set of these tuples also called labels. Initially, all sets are empty except for the source node which has one label. The elements in the priority queue now are labels. As in the normal Dijkstra’s algorithm in each iteration an element (now a label) is taken out from the priority queue and settled. The incident arcs of the node where the label belongs are relaxed and new labels are created. If a new label is incomparable to all labels in the label set of the tail node, then the new label is inserted. Furthermore, labels no longer optimal are discarded. If one of the existing labels in the set dominates the new label, the new label is not inserted. For details on how to maintain Pareto label sets see Section 6.2

The multi-label Dijkstra can be adjusted to use it on all graph models described before. Nevertheless, the running time of this variant with multiple criteria increases by a factor of 10 compared with the normal Dijkstra with scalar costs [26].

4.3.2 Transfer Patterns

Routing with transfer patterns is a state-of-the-art algorithm for public transportation. It is based on precomputed data and allows for multi-criteria shortest paths queries within milliseconds. Routing with transfer patterns has the following basic components:

- Transfer patterns precomputation. All shortest paths between stations are computed. From these paths the set of transfer patterns is extracted. A transfer pattern denotes the sequence of stations where a transfer happens. Afterwards, they are stored in directed graphs.

- Direct-connection tables precomputation. Time tables are stored in a special data structure that allows for fast direct-connection queries at a specific time.

- Query graph construction. At query time, precomputed transfer patterns between source and target station are retrieved and a directed graph is built. A query is: from station \( A \), how to get to station \( B \) at time \( t \) (\( A@t \rightarrow B \)).

- Query graph evaluation. To obtain the shortest paths at a specific time a Dijkstra on the query graph is computed. Arcs are evaluated by direct-connection queries.
Chapter 5
Combining Road and Public Transportation Networks

In the previous chapters, we gave a description of how to model road and public transportation networks as graphs, as well as algorithms to compute shortest paths on such graphs. In the following, we recall these descriptions and explain our approach to combine both networks. Finally, we describe how to join uni-modal graphs into one multi-modal graph, which will be used later on to compute transfer patterns.

5.1 Graph Model

In order to compute multi-modal routes, we build three different graphs. Each of these graphs represents a mode of transportation: Walking $G_w$, traveling by car $G_c$ and using transit $G_t$. Once having the three graphs, they are combined into one multi-modal graph $G_m$.

5.1.1 Transit Graph

First, the transit graph $G_t$ has to be modeled. Therefore, it is necessary to extract trips, stations and their corresponding schedules from a GTFS-feed. A trip is defined as a sequence of stations $s_0, s_1, ..., s_n, n > 0$ where a vehicle departs at a specific time from station $s_0$ and goes through each station consecutively until arrival in $s_n$. Trips that share the same sequence of stations at possibly different times and do not overtake each other belong to a line. Each line is stored in a table as illustrated in Table 5.1.

Afterwards, the transit graph $G_t(V_t, E_t)$ is built in a time-dependent approach. This model is similar to the train-route-model but with more nodes per station. For each station $i$ there is a station departure node $sd_i \in V_t$ and a station arrival node $sa_i \in V_t$. For each line $x$ that goes through a station $s_i$ there is an arrival node $l_xa_i \in V_t$ and a departure node $l_xd_i \in V_t$. Nodes in a station $s_i$ are connected with four types of arcs: Arcs from line arrival nodes to the station arrival node $(l_xa_i, sa_i)$
Table 5.1: Times of two trips belonging to line 20. A vehicle departs at 8:00 from station $s_5$ and arrives at 8:05 at station $s_{67}$, stays there one minute and then goes through station $s_{12}$, finally arrives at $s_{40}$ at 8:15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>line 20</th>
<th>$s_5$</th>
<th>$s_{67}$</th>
<th>$s_{12}$</th>
<th>$s_{40}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>trip 1</td>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>8:05-8:06</td>
<td>8:10</td>
<td>8:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trip 2</td>
<td>8:40</td>
<td>8:45-8:46</td>
<td>8:50</td>
<td>8:55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(alighting a vehicle), arcs from station arrival nodes to station departure nodes $(sa_i, sd_i)$ (staying on a station possibility to transfer), arcs from station departure nodes to line departure nodes $(sd_i, l_xd_i)$ (boarding a vehicle), arcs from line arrival nodes to line departure nodes $(l_xa_i, l_xd_i)$ (staying on a vehicle at a station). All of these arcs have cost zero with the exception of arcs from station departure to line departure nodes that have an additional transfer buffer. This is the time a traveler needs to change from one vehicle to another.

Additionally, there are time-dependent arcs connecting stations. These arcs go from line departure nodes on station $s_i$ to line arrival nodes on the subsequent station $s_j$ $(l_xd_i, l_xa_j)$ (traveling on a vehicle). These connections are also referred as elementary connections [20]. Fig.5.1 illustrates the graph model.

Figure 5.1: Graph model showing nodes and arcs of two stations. In this example lines $l_1$ and $l_2$ stop in station $s_1$. Lines $l_3$ and $l_2$ stop in station $s_2$. Note that line $l_2$ stop in both stations, the arc labeled with $EC$ is an elementary connection between both stations.
5.1.2 Walk and Car Graphs

The walk graph $G_w$ is a static road network, where each arc is weighted with the time (in seconds) it takes to walk its corresponding road segment with average speed of 4km/h. Remember that each intersection in the map corresponds to a node and the road segment between intersections is represented as arcs.

Like the walk graph, the car graph $G_c$ is a road network with the same properties. The difference is on the weight of the arcs that correspond to the average travel time depending on the road type (for highways the average speed is higher as for small streets in the city). We consider speeds from 5km/h to 110km/h. For simplicity, we assume for both road networks that all roads can be traveled in both directions and no turn restrictions were considered.

5.2 Contracting Road Graphs

One way to have a more compact model is to contract the walk and car graphs with Contraction Hierarchies before joining them into $G_m$ [21]. Because we want to use $G_m$ to compute transfer patterns between stations, distances between stations must be preserved. However, the actual path which consists of the sequence of nodes in the road graph is not relevant, thus these nodes can be contracted. This contraction process will result in a more compact model and less visited nodes during a Dijkstra search. For a transfer pattern computation it is necessary to compute for each station one Dijkstra to everywhere, which is a very expensive computation. This contraction process reduces the search time by avoiding unnecessary propagation of results on the road graph. In chapter 6 we describe in detail these Dijkstra searches and how transfer patterns are computed.

The contraction process can be divided into two tasks. First, it is necessary to find for each station the nearest nodes in $G_c$ and $G_w$. Second, all nodes in $G_c$ and $G_w$ are contracted except the nearest nodes which have node order infinity. To define the contraction order we use the edge difference heuristic with a fixed limit of 10. This limit helps to maintain a low number of shortcuts added. But at the same time it causes some uncontracted nodes that are not near a station. However, the number of uncontracted nodes stays low compared with the total number of nodes in the road graphs.

5.3 Joining Graphs into a Multi-Modal Graph

In the following we describe the steps to join the walk graph $G_w$ with the transit graph $G_t$. The same procedure is used to join the car graph $G_c$. The join process can be divided into the following steps:
1. Contract the walk graph $G_w$ with Contraction Hierarchies as explained in section 5.2. After the contraction we obtain the set of uncontracted nodes $V_{un}$.

2. Add all nodes in $V_{un}$ to $V_t$

3. Add to $E_t$ arcs $(u, v) \in E_w$ where $u, v \in V_{un}$. Note that these arcs could be also shortcuts added during the contraction step.

4. For each station $s_i$ find the nearest node $nn_i \in V_{un}$ and add the following arcs:
   - Arc from station arrival to nearest node $(sa_i, nn_i)$.
   - Arc from nearest node to station departure $(nn_i, sd_i)$.

The combination of the walk, car and transit graph is referred as multi-modal graph $G_m$. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the multi-modal graph.

![Graph model showing nodes and arcs of station $s_i$. In this example line $l_x$ stops in station $s_i$. The nodes $nn_iw$ and $nn_ic$ are the nearest nodes in the walk and car graphs to $s_i$, respectively.](image-url)
Chapter 6

Implementing Multi-modal Transfer Patterns

This chapter elaborates on the implementation of multi-modal transfer patterns. First, it provides a description of the selected cost model. Afterwards, it explains how to compute profile queries to obtain optimal paths between all pairs of stations. Later on, it provides an explanation on how to retrieve transfer patterns from results of profile queries and build from them a DAG. Finally, we describe a filtering technique to remove undesirable routes and provide a small and reasonable set of optimal paths for the user.

6.1 Transfer Patterns

This section is dedicated to give an overview of routing with transfer patterns. We explain the Transfer Patterns algorithm and how to include different modes of transportation. We refer on the following to the algorithms and components of the original publication on transfer patterns by Bast et al. if not stated otherwise [7].

The basic idea of the Transfer Patterns algorithm is to exploit a special property of transit networks. This is that given a source and target station there is a limited number of transfer patterns that are optimal. A transfer pattern is described as the sequence of stations on a path where a transfer happens. Having this in mind, then at query time it is only necessary to search on this patterns the best option at a specific time. Coupled with an efficient way to look up direct connections, query responses of just a few milliseconds are possible even on very large networks.

Routing with transfer patterns is based on two components. The first is the precomputation of the transfer patterns which is a time expensive process and one of the main drawbacks of the algorithm. The second component is a structure and algorithm that efficiently retrieves from time table data the next feasible direct connection between two stations at a specific time.
6.2 Cost Model

One important criterion to choose a specific route is the total travel time, but there are many other criteria that a user might want to use (price, minimum walking, minimum car usage). Especially, in public transportation the number of transfers, total travel time and monetary costs are factors considered to define the set of optimal paths. Using travel time as only criterion yields to exactly one optimal path. Namely, the path with the smallest travel time, whereas multiple criteria scenario could yield to a set of optimal paths. For instance, considering bicriteria (travel time, number of transfers) a path with 30 min travel time and no transfers (30, 0) is incomparable to a path with 20 min travel with one transfer (20, 1). Deciding which of these options is the best depends on users preferences. One user would prefer an option with no transfers and other user would prefer the fastest connection although it implies more transfers. On the other hand, there are options that are strictly less or worse than others. For example, a path with 10 minutes and no transfers (10, 0) is less than other with 30 minutes and no transfers (30, 0). The latter option should be pruned. In order to provide multiple options to the user and optimise multiple criteria we implement Pareto sets [22] which contain non-dominated costs.

In our framework a cost \( c \) is a tuple \((x, y, z)\) where \( x \) is the total travel time relative to the start time (e.g. 30 min traveled since start), also referred as duration. The second component \( y \) is the transfer penalty (i.e. number of transfers) and the third component \( z \) is the total travel time by car. We say cost \( a \) with components \((x, y, z)\) is less or equal than cost \( b \) with components \((x', y', z')\) if all components of \( a \) are less or equal than components of \( b \):

\[
(x, y, z) \leq (x', y', z') \text{ iff } (x \leq x') \land (y \leq y') \land (z \leq z')
\]

Cost \( a \) is less than cost \( b \), we say also \( a \) dominates \( b \) in the Pareto sense, if one of the following rules apply:

\[
(x, y, z) < (x', y', z') \text{ iff } (x < x') \land (y \leq y') \land (z \leq z')
\]

\[
(x, y, z) < (x', y', z') \text{ iff } (x \leq x') \land (y < y') \land (z \leq z')
\]

\[
(x, y, z) < (x', y', z') \text{ iff } (x \leq x') \land (y \leq y') \land (z < z')
\]

Cost \( a \) and \( b \) are incomparable if neither \((x, y, z) \leq (x', y', z')\) nor \((x', y', z') \leq (x, y, z)\).

Note that the walk duration is not a component of our costs and hence not considered as a Pareto criterion. An additional criterion implies more comparisons so that its implementation would lead to excessive precomputation times.

To obtain the optimal paths with more than one criterion, we use a multi-criteria Dijkstra[27]. This algorithm maintains a set of Pareto-optimal labels rather than a single cost value per node. Now, instead of settling a node, labels are settled. Each
label contains the tentative cost to that node and the current time. We denote the tentative cost of a label $l$ as $l_c$ and the current time as $l_t$. This time corresponds to the departure time plus the duration component of the cost. For initial labels with cost zero $l_t$ is the same as the departure time.

6.3 Multi-label Profile Queries

We want to compute optimal transfer patterns between stations. Therefore, we need to compute for each station a multi-label Dijkstra on $G_m$ to all other stations. In the following we call this search profile query. A profile query begins with initial labels at all departure events. Initial labels have cost zero on all components. The starting node can be the station arrival node or the station departure node. Starting the profile query at the station arrival node allows for initial walking/car usage, whereas starting from the station departure node walking/car usage at the beginning is not possible.

If all labels have the same departure time, it suffices to compare them in the Pareto sense. However, with different departure times, it is necessary to extend the dominance relation to preserve patterns departing at different times. A label $a$ dominates a label $b$ if $a$ departs after $b$ and $a$ has lower or equal costs than $b$:

$$a(\text{dt}, c) < b(\text{dt}, c) \Leftrightarrow (\text{dt}_a > \text{dt}_b) \land (c_a \leq c_b)$$

The comparison of the costs is performed as explained in section 6.2. One example is a label that departs at 9:45 and arrives at a specific node at 10:30 with cost (45, 0, 0) dominates other label that departs at 9:30 and arrives at 10:40 with cost (70, 0, 0). Labels with the same departure time are compared in the Pareto sense.

6.4 Storing Transfer Patterns

After computing a profile query for a given station $A$, the settled labels at each reachable station $B$ represent the optimal paths from station $A$ to $B$. Each of these labels are backtracked by referring to the parent label to obtain the complete path. From this path we extract the sequence of stations where a transfer happens. Note that in our scenario a transfer can also be a change of transportation mode. All transfer patterns with source station $A$ are stored in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for station $A$. This graph contains a root node representing the source station $A$, a target node for each reachable station $B$, and several prefix nodes $C_i$ representing a station in a transfer pattern $AC_1, ..., C_nB$. Arcs in a DAG are labeled with the mode of transportation, which for our implementation are car, walk and transit. Fig.6.1 shows an example of this structure.
Figure 6.1: The graph represents transfer patterns AE, ABE, AC, ABC, ABDE and ABCDE. Circle nodes are prefix nodes, the diamond node is the root node and the square nodes are target nodes. Dashed lines represent walking between stations. Note that transfer patterns ABDE and ABCDE are multi-modal patterns.

6.5 Query Graph

To answer a query from station $A$ to $B$ at time $t$ ($A@t \rightarrow B$), the precomputed transfer patterns between $A$ and $B$ must be retrieved from the DAG for station $A$. Based on these patterns a query graph is constructed, where nodes represent stations and arcs are either direct connections without any transfer in between or paths on the car/walk graph between the stations. The first step on the construction algorithm is finding the target node $B$ in the DAG, we refer to this node as $v$. If $v$ is not found, no path between $A$ and $B$ exists. Otherwise, it inserts a node with label $B$ if not existing yet. The second step consists of adding to the query graph all successor nodes of $v$ with labels $U_1, \ldots, U_n$ and arcs $(U_i, B)$. Additionally, on our implementation for each arc the mode of transportation is stored. The second step is repeated recursively for all successors of $v$. Fig. 6.2 shows two query graphs built from the DAG in Fig.6.1. One for query $A@t \rightarrow C$ and the other for query $A@t \rightarrow E$.

Figure 6.2: Query graphs built from DAG in Fig. 6.1. The left query graph corresponds to the query $A@t \rightarrow E$ and the right one to the query $A@t \rightarrow C$. Walking edges are dashed. Other edges are direct connections between stations.
6.6 Location-to-Location Queries

Answering location-to-location queries is a very desirable feature in realistic route planning applications. A traveler normally wants to know how to get to a specific location and not just to a station. Instead of a source and target station, a location-to-location query takes as input a source location $L_s$, a target location $L_t$ and a departure time $t$ ($L_s@t \rightarrow L_t$). The result of such a query consists of routes that do not depart before $t$ and arrive at $L_t$. It includes the walking time to a set of potential source stations, which are near the source location and the walking from potential target stations, which are near the target location. We call these stations entry stations of the source and target, $EN(L_s)$ and $EN(L_t)$ respectively.

6.6.1 Entry Stations

To compute $EN(L_s)$ we define an heuristic based on the assumption that people tend to accept little walking at the beginning and end of a journey. Therefore, we fix an area around the source location of 400 m and declare all stations within this area as entry stations from the source via walking. Entry stations from the target are computed analogously.

To answer location-to-location queries we follow the approach introduced by Geisberger in [20], which consists on adding two extra nodes to the query graph, one for the source location $L_s$ and one for the target location $L_t$. Node $L_s$ has outgoing arcs to all nodes in $EN(L_s)$ and the node $L_t$ has incoming arcs from each of the nodes in $EN(L_t)$. Arcs connecting the source/target to entry stations have vehicle type walk. The query graph is built in the same way as described in section 6.5 but now retrieving transfer patterns for every pair of stations in $EN(L_s)$ and $EN(L_t)$. Fig. 6.4 shows an example of a query graph considering the source and target location.

![Figure 6.3: DAG for station G. Dashed lines represent walking between stations. Circle nodes are prefix nodes, the diamond node is the root node and the square nodes are target nodes.](image-url)
A query graph is evaluated by a time-dependent Dijkstra with multiple criteria [19]. During this Dijkstra search if an arc is of type walk or car, the cost is looked up in a table with precomputed durations between all pairs of stations. Walking and car durations are computed in the contracted $G_w$ and $G_c$ with a bidirectional Dijkstra and following a contraction order as explained in section 3.3.2. Costs of transit arcs are obtained via a direct connection query.

**Direct Connection Queries**  Answering efficiently direct connection queries is an essential ingredient in the transfer patterns algorithm. A direct connection query answers the question *I am on station A when can I be at station B with one vehicle the earliest*. A data structure holding schedules is needed to answer this queries in an efficient way. This structure has two main components. The first one is the set of lines, where each line has a list of trips sorted by departure time. Each of these trips share the same sequence of stations and do not overtake each other. The second component is maintaining a list of incident lines for each station. Each element on the list contains a line that goes through this station and the position of the station on the sequence of stations of that particular line. For example, consider line 20 illustrated in Table 6.1 station $s_7$ is the second station it visits and station $s_{40}$ is the fourth. Therefore, the incident list of station $s_7$ contains an element ($l_{20}$, 2) and the incident list of station $s_{40}$ contains an element ($l_{20}$, 4).

The algorithm to answer a direct connection query $s_i @ t \rightarrow s_j$ using the described structure first intersects the incident list of $s_i$ and $s_j$. The intersections results on lines that stop at $s_i$ as well as on $s_j$. From these consider only the ones that stop
first at \( s_i \) and then at station \( s_j \). The next step is search for the first feasible trip of the line. This is the first trip that departs after \( t \) from \( s_i \). In the example of Table 6.1 a query \( s_7 \text{@8:30} \rightarrow s_{40} \) finds line 20 in both incident list of \( s_7 \) and \( s_{40} \) and the first feasible trip arrives at \( s_{40} \text{@8:55} \).

### 6.7 Types and Thresholds (TNT)

The combination of the graphs \( G_w, G_c \) and \( G_t \) into \( G_m \) allows to unlimited walking and car usage. Furthermore, this combined graph with a Pareto-cost model produces a huge amount of path variations. Most of them have only a slight difference between the car usage and total travel time. One reason of the increased number of optimal paths is that each portion of transit between stations can be replaced with car usage. Traveling by car, within a city, is usually faster than using public transportation. So that replacing a portion of transit increases the car duration, but decreases the total travel time. Note that in the Pareto sense a cost dominates another cost only if it is less or equal in all components, therefore all these variations are optimal. Consider the example of using the car to the nearest bus station and then continue from there with a bus line. It is also optimal to go with the car to the second nearest station on the bus and continue from there with transit. The first option has lower car duration but more travel time, whereas the second option has greater car duration but less travel time. As mentioned in Section 6.2, the walking duration is not considered as a Pareto criterion. Therefore, a lot of Pareto-optimal paths might possess high walking portions which also have to be filtered out to get reasonable results.

In addition to the increase of optimal paths that are similar due to car usage, another problem arises. Some of the resulting paths, although Pareto-optimal, are unreasonable and thus unlikely that a user will choose them. Examples of such unreasonable paths are: "take the car 3 hours, then a train 2 minutes" or "walk one hour, take a bus 5 min, then a taxi 2 min".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( s_7 )</th>
<th>( s_{40} )</th>
<th>line 20</th>
<th>( s_5 )</th>
<th>( s_7 )</th>
<th>( s_{12} )</th>
<th>( s_{40} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( l_{20}, 2 )</td>
<td>( l_{13}, 2 )</td>
<td>trip 1</td>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>8:05 8:06</td>
<td>8:10 8:10</td>
<td>8:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l_5, 9 )</td>
<td>( l_5, 9 )</td>
<td>trip 2</td>
<td>8:40</td>
<td>8:45 8:46</td>
<td>8:50 8:50</td>
<td>8:55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l_{6}, 1 )</td>
<td>( l_{20}, 4 )</td>
<td>trip 3</td>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>9:05 9:06</td>
<td>9:10 9:10</td>
<td>9:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l_{6}, 1 )</td>
<td>( l_{20}, 4 )</td>
<td>trip 4</td>
<td>9:40</td>
<td>9:45 9:46</td>
<td>9:50 9:50</td>
<td>9:55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Left table shows the incident lists of station \( s_7 \) and \( s_{40} \). Right table shows the trip times of line 20.
Two groups of very similar paths can be identified. The first composed by paths with three transfers on the range of 25 to 31 min in car usage. The second group have two transfers and are all in a range from 31 to 33 min in car usage.

Types and Thresholds (TNT) addresses the latter problems by filtering this large set of variations to a small and representative set of optimal paths. In the following section we give an overview of this concept introduced in [10].

### 6.7.1 Filtering by Types

A cost is classified as reasonable or unreasonable based on the relative durations of each mode of transportation. Relative durations of a mode $m$ are $\text{zero}(m)$, $\text{little}(m)$ and $\text{much}(m)$. These follow the order $\text{zero}(m) < \text{little}(m) < \text{much}(m)$. The idea of including zero as relative duration is that the use of a transportation mode implies some arrangements that have to be done like calling a taxi, buying tickets, and so on. Distinguishing between little and much is important because there are some options that not many people are willing to do, for example walking for long distances. Moreover, the authors of [10] observed certain properties of each mode of transportation that could be useful to define a classification of reasonable paths. On the one hand, the car mode is expensive but fast and available everywhere. On the other hand, the walk mode is slow but cheap and it is also available everywhere. Meanwhile, the transit mode is limited to schedules and available only at stations but is a medium-fast way of traveling. After an analysis of availability, velocity and relative durations of each mode, three types were defined as reasonable:
1. Use the car for the whole journey. This option is normally the fastest but most expensive route.

2. Use much transit, much walking but no car. This option is normally the slowest but cheapest route.

3. Much transit, little walking and little car. This option is normally in terms of price and time in between type 1 and type 2.

For practical use relative durations have to be converted to concrete thresholds. The relative duration zero\((m)\) is zero minutes for all modes, much\((m)\) is infinity and for little\((walk)\) is 10 minutes. The little\((car)\) is computed based on the pure car duration in the following way: if the pure car duration is less than 20 minutes, little\((car)\) is zero minutes, otherwise it is the maximum between 10 minutes and 25% of the pure car duration. This is the total travel time by car from one station to another. In our implementation we already precompute such durations for the evaluation of query graphs, so we also use them for the filtering process.

### 6.7.2 Discretization

One approach to alleviate the problem of having resulting paths with only a small difference on the car duration is to discretize the car duration into blocks of time. For example, a block could be ten minutes. First, the car durations component of the cost are rounded up to the next block. For instance 24 and 25 min are rounded to 30 min when taking blocks of ten minutes. After the rounding the tuples are filtered in the Pareto sense to produce a set of non-dominating costs. Afterwards, the original car durations are restored into the costs. Discretization was used in [10] to filter out costs as well. Fig. 6.5 illustrates a query with similar values for total travel time and car duration. Table 6.2 shows an extract of the same query with discretized car durations.

After a profile query, labels at the target stations are used to extract transfer patterns and build their respective DAG. After a profile query these labels are classified in types, labels which not belong to a type are removed. Remember that our cost is a triple \((x, y, z)\) where \(x\) is travel time, \(y\) is transfer penalty and \(z\) is the car duration. We maintain an additional walk duration in the cost to use it in the filtering process. Afterwards, car durations of costs are discretized. After all the filtering process, remaining labels are used to compute transfer patterns.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Transfer penalty</th>
<th>Car duration</th>
<th>Discretized car duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01:28:39</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00:28:39</td>
<td>00:30:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:35:15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00:28:15</td>
<td>00:30:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:35:57</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00:27:57</td>
<td>00:30:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:48:41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00:27:41</td>
<td>00:30:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:51:20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00:27:20</td>
<td>00:30:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:10:40</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00:29:40</td>
<td>00:30:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:11:23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>00:29:23</td>
<td>00:30:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01:05:35</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>00:26:31</td>
<td>00:30:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:50:54</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>00:32:54</td>
<td>00:40:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:51:53</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>00:32:53</td>
<td>00:40:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00:53:31</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>00:32:31</td>
<td>00:40:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Extract of tuples from a query and their discretized car durations. Shaded rows remain in the optimal path set after the discretization process.

### 6.7.3 Observations

Discretization eliminates very similar paths. However, there could still remain similar paths which are at the border of the time block. For example, costs with car durations 29 min and 31 min are similar. But they belong to different blocks, so both costs remain.

Filtering by types and discretization was used before only for normal queries (for a given departure time), but we use it now as a post-filtering method for profile queries. This filter process reduces the large set of optimal paths to a small and meaningful set of paths. However, because this is a post-filtering process, profile queries have to compute all possible optimal paths anyway. This profile queries take much more time than profile queries without the car mode. Nevertheless, reducing the number of labels computed by profile queries decreases the number of transfer patterns. Consequently, query graphs are smaller and hence faster query times can be expected. Results of profile query times are presented in Chapter 7.
Chapter 7

Evaluation

This chapter shows the results on real datasets with our C++ implementation. We present precomputation times, query times and number of transfer patterns generated with and without filtering. Furthermore, we evaluate their qualities in comparison to Dijkstra.

7.1 Setup

For the experiments three datasets with different size and structure were chosen. These correspond to the cities Vitoria-Gasteiz, Freiburg and Austin. The former is a small network composed mainly of a bus network with 333 stations. In the following this is abbreviated as Vitoria. The second is a more complex network with trams, buses and trains. It compromises also stations from neighbouring small cities which in total form a network of 1381 stations. The latter describes the biggest network with 2,709 stations. Table 7.1 presents properties of the aforementioned networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vitoria</th>
<th>Freiburg</th>
<th>Austin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stations</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>1,381</td>
<td>2,709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trips</td>
<td>2,733</td>
<td>2,328</td>
<td>4,852</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Overview of Vitoria, Freiburg and Austin networks. The number of trips corresponds to trips of one day of the week.

The walk and car graphs are constructed for all datasets extracting data from OSM files. We consider for these graphs the largest connected component. For the walk graph we choose an average speed of 4km/h, whereas for the car graph speeds range from 5km/h to 110km/h depending on the road segment type. Afterwards, these graphs are contracted as explained in Section 5.2. Transit graphs for all datasets are built from data of one day, which is extracted from a GTFS feed. Multi-modal graphs are built by combining the car, walk and transit graph according to Section 5.3. Table 7.2 shows details of these graphs.
Table 7.2: Details of datasets used for the different networks. Nodes (core) are the remaining nodes after contraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vitoria</th>
<th>Freiburg</th>
<th>Austin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transit graph</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>2,092</td>
<td>18,342</td>
<td>20,262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcs</td>
<td>3,145</td>
<td>31,972</td>
<td>32,169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Walk graph</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>10,237</td>
<td>110,403</td>
<td>357,845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes (core)</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>1,121</td>
<td>3,780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcs</td>
<td>23,150</td>
<td>236,220</td>
<td>767,132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Car graph</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>10,237</td>
<td>110,403</td>
<td>357,845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes (core)</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>1,068</td>
<td>3,894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcs</td>
<td>23,150</td>
<td>236,220</td>
<td>767,132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multi-modal graph</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>2,822</td>
<td>20,531</td>
<td>27,936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcs</td>
<td>11,417</td>
<td>53,863</td>
<td>96,903</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2 Pre-processing Time

First, we compute profile queries only on the transit graph, then on the transit combined with the walk graph and finally on the complete multi-modal graph involving the three modes of transportation (transit, walk, car). As can be seen in Table 7.3 the profile queries which include the car mode produce a extremely high amount of labels compared with the transit only and transit and walk graph. One reason of this increment is the large amount of similar paths with small variations on the car duration. More details of this variations are presented in Section 6.7.

In the next step, we compute profile queries for several randomly selected stations and report average profile query time and the total number of labels generated in Table 7.4. For the Austin network only one sample could be calculated, whereas for Vitoria and the Freiburg network various samples are used to compute profile queries. This is due to the size and structure of Austin which creates too many labels per node and hence leads to a very high profile query time of 120 minutes for one station. Therefore, for the further evaluation only the Vitoria and Freiburg networks are taken into account.

The average profile query time of Freiburg (0.57 min) is less than the one of Vitoria (1.97 min), although the network from Freiburg is larger. One explanation can be found in the difference of lines and trips of the two cities. Vitoria has few lines (40) but many trips (300), which means that each line in general has a high
Table 7.3: Number of labels generated by random profile queries with different graphs. When adding the walk mode the number of labels approx. triples, whereas adding the car mode greatly increases the number of labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Vitoria</th>
<th>Freiburg</th>
<th>Austin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transit</td>
<td>155,175</td>
<td>100,517</td>
<td>652,282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit + Walk</td>
<td>475,721</td>
<td>351,907</td>
<td>2,013,686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transit + Walk + Car</td>
<td>4,525,715</td>
<td>7,695,072</td>
<td>128,592,981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.4: Average profile query times and total number of labels for the profile query. Note that calculating a profile query for Austin takes 2,634.55 minutes, so that further evaluations are done only with Vitoria and Freiburg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vitoria</th>
<th>Freiburg</th>
<th>Austin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of samples</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile query time (min)</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>2,634.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of labels</td>
<td>1.94M</td>
<td>1.44M</td>
<td>128.59M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

frequeney. In contrast, Freiburg has 569 lines with only 2,328 trips. Note that in each profile query a lot of labels with different departure times are also preserved. Therefore, each profile query for Vitoria has to keep more labels than for Freiburg. Details of pruning rules during a profile query are found in Section 6.3.

Remember that we maintain a set of Pareto non-dominated labels per node, which in our implementation requires to compare every new label to all labels in the set. These comparisons are needed to check if the new label is inserted and remove existing labels if necessary. Therefore, the precomputation time depends mainly on the number of labels per node created and structure of the network. Fig. 7.1 shows how the profile query time grows with increasing labels and that times for Vitoria are higher than for Freiburg for the same number of labels due to the different ratios of nodes and labels of the networks.

As already shown in Table 7.3 the car mode generates a lot of variations, which are very similar or not reasonable as explained in Section 6.7. These variations are later filtered out. However, the filter is done as a post-process which means that it is nevertheless necessary to compute this huge amount of unreasonable paths. This is the main drawback of our approach. This problem could be reduced by limiting the walking and car usage or applying heuristics during the profile query to detect and prune these unreasonable paths. To apply this approach on a large network reducing the precomputation time is essential. However, for the Freiburg network the precomputation of transfer patterns for all stations takes one day, which could be considered the limit of feasibility.
7.3 Number of Transfers Patterns

We run profile queries for randomly selected stations and register the average number of labels and transfer patterns per station pair in Table 7.5. Note that although Vitoria and Freiburg produce on average similar number of labels, the number of transfer patterns for Vitoria is significantly lower (ten times less) than the ones for Freiburg. One reason is that the Vitoria network has few lines but with high frequencies. One line with high frequencies can produce many labels which at the end compress into one transfer pattern. Freiburg has more than ten times more number of lines, so it is more likely to have different combinations, hence more transfer patterns.

Additionally, we register the number of labels and transfer patterns after the filter process. This consists of the filter by types and by discretizing of the car durations. Details of this post-process are found in Section 6.7. Results show that the filtering process reduced the number of transfer patterns by a factor of 5 for Vitoria, and a factor of 11 for Freiburg. Reducing the number of transfer patterns is especially important to obtain fast queries, as it reduces the size of the query graph. Table 7.6 shows the difference in number of nodes and arcs of query graphs built from filtered and unfiltered transfer patterns. It can be seen that a reduction of arcs of 92 % for Vitoria and 81 % for Freiburg can be obtained.
Table 7.5: Average number of labels generated by a profile query in a station node. TP denotes the average number of transfer patterns per station pair. Values are reported before and after the filtering process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vitoria</th>
<th>Freiburg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samples</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labels before filter</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>421.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labels after filter</td>
<td>103.93</td>
<td>31.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP before filter</td>
<td>14.90</td>
<td>144.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP after filter</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>12.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.6: Average number of nodes and arcs of query graphs with one source and one target station from one hundred queries of Vitoria and Freiburg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vitoria</th>
<th>Freiburg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QG Nodes w/o filter</td>
<td>44.94</td>
<td>89.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QG Nodes w/ filter</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>29.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QG Arcs w/o filter</td>
<td>123.21</td>
<td>338.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QG Arcs w/ filter</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>63.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.4 Quality Evaluation

7.4.1 Transfer Patterns vs Dijkstra

We evaluate the quality of the results produced by our transfer patterns implementation by calculating precision and recall. We compute one thousand queries with our implementation on transfer patterns and the same queries with the normal Dijkstra on the multi-modal graph. Afterwards, precision and recall are computed with resulting paths from transfer patterns and from Dijkstra. Precision is the fraction of retrieved paths that are relevant, while recall is the fraction of relevant paths that are retrieved. For this evaluation relevant paths are the ones produced by Dijkstra. Results show that the quality of the resulting paths is preserved due to the high values for both precision and recall (see Table 7.7). Fig.7.2 and Fig.7.3 illustrate the distribution of the results.

7.4.2 Transfer Patterns with TNT vs Dijkstra

We perform a second evaluation of our transfer patterns implementation combined with Types and Thresholds and compare results with Dijkstra. As can be seen in
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vitoria</td>
<td>98.3 %</td>
<td>96.5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freiburg</td>
<td>99.1 %</td>
<td>94.0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.7: Average values of precision and recall on the evaluation of our implementation on Transfer Patterns against Dijkstra including the three modes walk, car and transit.

Figure 7.2: Precision and recall of unfiltered Transfer Patterns versus Dijkstra for Vitoria. Both values show almost 100 %, so that quality can be considered as preserved.
Figure 7.3: Precision and recall of unfiltered Transfer Patterns versus Dijkstra for Freiburg. Both values show almost 100 %, so that quality can be considered as preserved.

Table 7.8 precision is preserved for both datasets with values near 100 %, which is expected since the comparison between transfer patterns without filter and Dijkstra also show comparable values. However, recall values are lower for both Vitoria (34.7 %) and Freiburg (40.3 %), see Fig. 7.4 and Fig. 7.5. This decrease is due to the high number of paths classified as unreasonable and thus filtered out either by the walking or car threshold. The walking threshold is constantly set to 10 minutes, which means that higher walking durations are filtered out. As a result, in Fig. 7.6 the value in the upper left corner which represent the pure walking path is eliminated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vitoria</td>
<td>93.4 %</td>
<td>34.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freiburg</td>
<td>98.9 %</td>
<td>40.3 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.8: Average values of precision and recall on the evaluation of Transfer Patterns with TNT compared with Dijkstra. The evaluation includes the three modes walk, car and transit.

The car threshold depends on the pure car duration (minimum pure car duration = 20 min) and its 25% limit (see Section 6.7.1). Fig. 7.6 shows an examplary query from Freiburg. There, the pure car duration is 37 minutes which means that car usage is allowed but with a car threshold (maximum limit) of 10 minutes. However, the majority of the displayed paths with car usage are located at high car dura-
Figure 7.4: Precision and recall of Transfer Patterns with TNT versus Dijkstra for Vitoria. Precision is preserved with values near 100 %, whereas recall decreases due to the filtered paths.

Figure 7.5: Precision and recall of Transfer Patterns with TNT versus Dijkstra for Freiburg. Precision is preserved with values near 100 %, whereas recall decreases due to the filtered paths.
Figure 7.6: Exemplary query with various different paths. The car threshold determined by the TNT filter allows only few paths with car usage. The majority of the paths are close to the pure car duration path and exceed the 10 minutes car threshold and hence are filtered out.

This makes sense since the car is more flexible and faster than other means of transportation. All these options are eliminated except for the pure car duration path. This leads obviously to a low recall value. Increasing the car threshold (dotted line) to higher values less paths with car usage are filtered out and hence higher recall values are reached. Fig. 7.7 illustrates that for car thresholds which are close to the pure car duration very high recall values of up to 96.7% for this query are achieved. There, only the aforementioned pure walking path is filtered out.

For paths with pure car duration of more than 20 minutes the recall value can be increased by changing the car threshold. However, for paths with lower pure car duration car usage is zero when applying the TNT filter. This might lead to even lower recall values. Fig. 7.8 shows both relative and cumulative frequencies of the pure car duration of one thousand queries of Freiburg. The median value is 17.6 minutes and furthermore 59.3% of the queries possess less than 20 minutes of pure car duration. This means that for 59.3% of the queries car usage is not allowed and hence leads to a great decrease of the recall number. This fact depends on the network size and structure. Bigger cities with larger distances exhibit a higher median of pure car duration. This can be seen in Fig. 7.9 with the Austin network, which has a median of 34.8 minutes. There, 20.3% of the queries show lower pure car duration than the 20 minutes limit of the TNT filter, which is much less than
Figure 7.7: Recall values depending on the car threshold of the exemplary query in Fig. 7.6. For car thresholds which are close to the pure car duration very high recall values are achieved.

For the small network of Freiburg.

The settings of the TNT filter decreases the recall values in two different ways. First, all queries with less than the 20 minutes of pure car duration are filtered out. Second, even if the pure car duration is higher and car usage is allowed a lot of path options are prohibited due to the maximum possible car duration (maximum between 25% of pure car duration and 10 minutes). Especially for small networks these thresholds eliminate the majority of paths with car usage. This raises the question of whether these TNT settings are adequate for small cities or if they have to be adjusted to get reasonable and more paths with car usage.

7.5 Query Times

We compute location-to-location queries, choosing random locations from the walk graph and departure times in a time window of twelve hours starting at 8 am. Stations within 400 m around source and target were chosen as entry stations. If there is no station in this area, then the nearest station is taken as entry station. Table 7.9 presents average query graph size, build and evaluation time. Results show average construction and evaluation times of 10 and 14 milliseconds (ms), for Vitoria and Freiburg, respectively. Most of the total query time is consumed by the construction of the path, which includes backtracking resulting labels on the target.
Figure 7.8: Relative and cumulative frequencies of the pure car duration of one thousand queries in Freiburg. The median value is 17.6 minutes which is lower than the 20 minutes limit of the TNT filter.

Figure 7.9: Relative and cumulative frequencies of the pure car duration of one thousand queries in Austin. The median value is 34.8 minutes which is clearly higher than the 20 minutes limit of the TNT filter.
node and retrieving data for the client. To visualize the routes we use the java client\(^1\) from [33]. Fig. 7.10 and Fig. 7.11 show to screenshots of routes in Freiburg, one only with transit and walking and the other including car as alternative. The rest of the build and query times are direct connection queries and look up durations. Details of construction and evaluation are provided in Section 6.5.

In previous work [6], the possibility to change the thresholds was possible and to try the query again, which we are not able to do since patterns are already precomputed with fix thresholds. However, our query times are on the order of milliseconds which implies lower computational costs for the server and less computations, because search space (query graph) is significantly lower than normal Dijkstra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vitoria</th>
<th>Freiburg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entry Stations</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes QG</td>
<td>49.03</td>
<td>114.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arcs QG</td>
<td>175.17</td>
<td>484.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build QG time (ms)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation QG time (ms)</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>4.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build paths time (ms)</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>10.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total query time (ms)</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>14.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.9: Average query graph size, build and evaluation time. Average number of entry stations for source and target. QG denotes query graph.

\(^1\)http://panarea.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/routeplanner
Figure 7.11: Screenshot of an alternative route in Freiburg with transit, walking and car.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we focus on multi-modal and multi-criteria route planning with transfer patterns. A precomputation of the transfer patterns is required and at query time precomputed data is used to provide optimal routes to the user.

For the precomputation we build first a multi-modal graph comprising three graphs. Each of these graphs represents a mode of transportation. These modes are walk, car and public transportation (transit). For the latter, a time-dependent approach is followed. To have a more compact graph, road graphs (car, walk) are contracted using Contraction Hierarchies leaving uncontracted nodes that are close to a station. Uncontracted nodes are then combined with the transit graph.

The second step of the precomputation is to use the multi-modal graph to compute multi-label profile queries for each station with a Pareto-cost model. This model generates a huge amount of variations which we filtered in a post-processing step with Types and Thresholds (TNT). However, as the filter process is done after the precomputation, the computation of all these unreasonable paths have to be done anyway. For this reason, we consider our approach for large networks not feasible. This is the main drawback of our approach and one of the issues to examine in future work. The precomputation time could be reduced by limiting the walk and car usage. As we assume that a reasonable route should have a limited amount of walking/car usage, it makes sense to limit these in the graph and avoid unnecessary propagation of results on road nodes. Another way would be applying an order in the Pareto sets to reduce Pareto comparisons. Furthermore, implementing the important stations heuristic of the original publication on transfer patterns would reduce the precomputation time [7].

After the precomputation, unreasonable paths are filtered out in a post-process. This process filters paths by types and then discretizes car durations to reduce the number of paths with small differences in the car duration component. After the filter process transfer patterns are extracted and stored in directed graphs. The results indicate that using this filtering process reduces significantly the number of transfer patterns per station pair. At query time this reduction is reflected as small query graphs and thus fast query responses.
We provide an evaluation of our implementation calculating precision and recall compared to Dijkstra. This shows that quality is preserved for both precision and recall. In a second evaluation we compare Transfer Patterns with TNT filter versus Dijkstra. Here, precision is also preserved, whereas recall is significantly lower due to the selected thresholds of the filter. In future works the influence of the network size and structure on the thresholds have to be analyzed and pointed out in detail. Walk and car limits have to be adapted to each city. In our case, the used settings lead to low car usage in Freiburg.

The presented approach has fast query responses and can be used to compute location-to-location queries to serve requests from the route planner client in [33] for the Freiburg network \(^1\).

\(^1\)\url{http://panarea.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/routeplanner/}
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